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Veneer




Exposed surfaces are select grade cherry, walnut or maple
Drawer and door fronts are 3-ply construction and ¾” thick with matched grain
Select grain patterns are used to maintain consistency and proper balance between units

Tops







1-3/16” thick tops feature 5-ply balanced construction
Solid hardwood rims
Tops are shaped on all four sides for complete design appeal
Tops are mitered on all four corners
Tops feature wood veneer surfaces
Tops feature pre-installed metal fasteners that allow easy reconfiguration

Drawers








Drawer sides and backs are 7/16” hardwood and feature 5/32” hardboard drawer bottoms
Drawers feature 5-sided construction for easy removal
Interiors are sanded and finished
High quality suspensions with a lifetime warranty
Box and file drawers are full extension
Positive cushioned start/stops and steel ball bearings to ensure a smooth ride
Operating load capacities of lateral files are 85.8# for functional loading and 131.2# for proof
loading

Locking




Pedestal locks secure all drawers with the turn of a single key
All units ship randomly keyed as standard or can be keyed alike at no additional charge
Removable lock cores for re-keying

REVOLUTIONS - Continued
Assembly





Fully reconfigurable
European-style construction with mechanical fasteners
Structural joints secured by 16-gauge steel angle brackets
Heavy-duty adjustable glides ensure proper leveling and compensate for uneven floors

Storage Cabinets



Cabinets feature doors with concealed hinges
Hutch backs are fully finished

Finish




Indiana Furniture features a UV Advantage® finish that is made to last and preserves the clarity of
our products and earns LEED Credit 4.5 for low-emitting materials
Matte finish standard with optional Gloss finish
Choose from 13 finishes

Edge Options


Choose from 4 edge options – Flute, Square, Tail, and Tri-Round

Pull Options


Choose from 5 pulls in aluminum or black finish – Arc, Bar, Orbit, Bullet and Curved

Tasklights


Tasklights are available in the standard fluorescent or energy efficient LED models

Tackboards


Tackboards available in a wide variety of fabric selections for all hutch sizes including Momentum,
Maharam, Mayer, CF Stinson, and DesignTex as well as others

Warranty & Certifications





12-Year Limited Liability Warranty
ANSI/BIFMA X5.5-2008 and X5.9-2004
ETL Environmental Certification
BIFMA level 2 Certified

